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NINGYOS, DOLLS THAT
EMANATE GOOD OMENS
The Asian art collection donated by
Ambassador Fausto Godoy to the Oscar
Niemeyer Museum consists of over
3,000 pieces. This is which allows us
to say that the exhibition “The magical
world of the Ningyos”, which MON
now offers to the public, is just one of
the countless strands of this amazing
collection, which reveals to us the
Asian continent in its geographical
extension, ethnic-religious plurality and
artistic exuberance over thousands of
years of history.

In this exhibition we present to our visitors, especially the little ones, these
characteristic dolls of Japanese popular
culture that symbolize high life ideals
that fathers, mothers, family and friends
long for their children, daughters and
children of their affective circles.
Traditionally, Ningyos are auspicious
gifts to wish newborns longevity, health
and fertility. They are exhibited by families on special dates and assigned the
mission of protecting and purifying the
homes that welcome them. But apart
from this ritualistic bias, they are also
representative pieces of a sophisticated
artistic expression of ancient times that
survives in contemporary Japan.
By presenting this important symbolic
and aesthetic dimension of Japanese
culture, MON invites a reflection on
the cultural manifestations of different
regions and countries and what brings
us closer as individuals and as a society.

Juliana Vellozo Almeida Vosnika
Chief Executive Officer | Oscar Niemeyer Museum
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NINGYO, THE HUMAN FORM
As soon as I arrived in Tokyo in 2001,
I became interested in dolls that were
sold at the city’s antique fairs, sometimes outdoors. Ningyo means “human
form”: nin (human, people) and gyo
(form). In Japan, these dolls have a
broader function than a simple toy.
They are a celebration of childhood
and the crucible of hope for parents in
a harmonious and successful life for
their children.
They are not suitable for play and
are not part of the children’s playful
universe. Rather, they are fetishes
loaded with symbology.

They are displayed for about 15 days
on specific dates - Girls ‘Day and Boys’
Day - and then collected, carefully kept
in boxes and passed on from generation to generation. Sometimes, they
are discarded forever, especially those
that did not make the desired possible,
because it is believed that they have
accumulated negative energy.
Some are offered when visiting a
newborn and represent emperors and
empresses, beautiful young women,
samurai, Nô characters, benevolent
entities, healthy babies, that is, a whole
range of individualities that reveal the
deepest ideals of the (un) conscious
Japanese collective.
The objects presented here have
crossed Japan’s last 200 years and show
a little explored but extremely rich bias
of Japanese soul and culture.

Fausto Godoy
Collection donor
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THE MAGICAL WORLD OF
NINGYOS
Ningyos occupy a place in Japanese
society very different from dolls in the
West. In our opinion they are toys, while
in Japan they are objects full of millenary meanings that evoke a magical and
ritualistic atmosphere. They are very
valuable, fragile and kept as family treasures. The dolls presented here belong
to the exceptional Asian collection
donated by Ambassador Fausto Godoy
to the Oscar Niemeyer Museum and
form a significant ensemble.
Opening the show are the GoshoNingyos, chubby, adorable, friendly-faced boys. They are given as auspicious gifts, wishing for health, success,

Imperial Court
Showa Era (1926-1989)
Set of 15 pieces

or protection, and their name means
“from the palace”. Most of the pieces
belong to Hina Matsuri (Girls’ Day),
celebrated in Japan on March 3 and
whose original purpose was to ensure
girls a good marriage. The altar represents an imperial court of the period
Heian (794-1192). There are 15 figures
arranged on a red seven-step staircase,
following a strict order: the imperial
couple, three court ladies, five musicians, two guardians, three heralds and,
on the last two steps, offerings or accessories. It is also customary to offer girls
Kyobinas that day; They are delicate
dolls that symbolize beauty.

Gogatsu-no-Sekku (Boys Day) is celebrated near the end of May.
In it are presented the Musha-Ningyos,
stunning figures who wear full armor
and have energetic and proud faces.
They represent the samurai whose qualities of courage, honor, and loyalty
parents desire for their sons.
Magical and enchanted, the sophisticated world of Ningyos represents
the love of parents for their children,
the eternal desire for boys and girls to
succeed and be happy.

Denise Mattar
Curator
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